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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the impacts of the new signing bonus 

pooling system in the Major League Baseball Rule 4 draft agreed upon in the 2011 

Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). More specifically, it evaluates whether or not 

the goals of each party involved (owners, league administrators, and players) were 

accomplished. Using linear and probit regression models on draft data from both the 5 

years of the previous CBA and the 2 available years of the current CBA, this study 

analyzes changes in overall signing bonus levels, competitive balance, and draftee 

bargaining power due to the pooling system. Results suggest that owners and league 

administrators accomplished their goals in reducing overall signing bonus levels and 

improving league-wide competitive balance. The players, however, failed to accomplish 

their goal as draftee bargaining power decreased.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 In any type of labor market, firms face many risks in the process of acquiring new 

workers. When observing the talent pool, they face the fundamental risk/return problem: 

riskier workers have higher potential returns. Firms must determine the best way to 

allocate wages based on their expectations of future productivity. Major League Baseball 

teams are no different when selecting amateur talent. Major League Baseball as a league, 

however, differs from most industries in a fundamental way: while individual firms may 

benefit from dominating the industry market, competitive balance – and uncertainty of 

outcomes among teams – is needed to keep fan interest and thus earn sufficient revenues 

(Quirk & Fort, 1992).  

In 1965, Major League Baseball instituted the Rule 4 Draft in an attempt to 

increase competitive balance. Today, the 30 teams select the top amateur baseball players 

from across the country in reverse order of the previous year’s standings. There are 40 

rounds of the draft, for a total of 1,200 amateur players being drafted each year. Baseball 

players are eligible to be drafted after graduating from high school, as a junior or senior 

in college, or at any year in junior college (Staudohar, Lowenthal, & Lima, 2006). If a 

player is drafted out of high school, they have the choice to sign with the team and enter 

the minor leagues right away or go to college and hope to be redrafted as a junior or 

senior. There are various factors involved in making this decision, including signing 

bonus and earnings potential, development and training, and receiving an education. It is 

important to note that most players that are drafted out of high school also receive college 

scholarship offers, and players who enter college relinquish their draft eligibility for their 

freshman and sophomore years.  
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Teams offer signing bonuses to draftees in order to incentivize the draftee’s 

participation with the team. Through the first 25 years of the draft, these signing bonuses 

remained at reasonable levels. However, from 1989-2009, average first round signing 

bonuses increased by over 600 percent (Hubley, 2012). In the last 24 years or so, the 

higher revenue teams have been able to afford to offer higher – and often exorbitant – 

signing bonuses to players, thus being able to secure higher quality drafts picks. Lower 

revenue teams, not being able to offer comparable bonuses, have been forced to pass up 

on the most talented players that likely would not sign at the bonus the team could afford 

to offer them. In this sense, the competitive balance intentions of the draft have been lost: 

better teams are receiving the higher quality amateur talent because they can afford to 

overpay them. The draft order does not reflect the true amateur talent rankings because 

worse teams are forced to pass up on the best players due to signability concerns. 

Recently, however, the league has been trying to combat this issue. 

The MLB and the MLB Players Association (MLBPA) have made several 

changes in the last two collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) to try to reduce the 

signing bonus inflation and any competitive imbalance it may have caused. In 2002, the 

MLB began creating nonbinding signing bonus recommendations for each pick in the 

first five rounds of the draft (Garmon, 2012). If a team wanted to offer a bonus greater 

than the slot recommendation, it merely needed to notify the MLB that it was going to do 

so, and no punishment was assessed. In 2007, changes were made to draft rules to 

compensate teams that were not able to sign their top draft picks and to shorten the time 

period in which the teams and the player must come to a contract agreement.  
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In November of 2011, however, the MLB and MLBPA agreed on a CBA that 

essentially placed a hard cap on signing bonus expenditures for each team. The rule 

states:  

“Each Club will be assigned an aggregate Signing Bonus Pool prior to each draft. For 
the purpose of calculating the Signing Bonus Pools, each pick in the first 10 rounds of the 
draft has been assigned a value. (These values will grow each year with the rate of 
growth of industry revenue.) A Club’s Signing Bonus Pool equals the sum of the values of 
that Club’s selections in the first 10 rounds of the draft. Players selected after the 10th 
round do not count against a Club’s Signing Bonus Pool if they receive bonuses up to 
$100,000. Any amounts paid in excess of $100,000 will count against the Pool.” (“MLB, 
MLBPA reach new five-year labor agreement,” 2011)1 
 

The penalties for exceeding the assigned signing bonus pool are presented in the 

following table: 

Excess of Pool Penalty 
0-5% 75% tax on overage 

5-10% 75% tax on overage and loss of 1st round pick 
10-15% 100% tax on overage and lost of 1st and 2nd round pick 
15%+ 100% tax on overage and loss of 1st round picks in next two drafts 

(“MLB, MLBPA reach new five-year labor agreement,” 2011) 
  

Although these rules do not appear explicitly in the CBA, they were agreed upon in a 

2010 memorandum of understanding between the owners and the MLBPA. Each party 

involved in the collective bargaining process had their respective goals: (1) the owners 

wished to reduce signing bonus expenditures on amateur players; (2) the league 

administrators wished to increase overall competitive balance; and (3) the players wished 

to keep some bargaining power on the side of the draftees. Thus, while a cap is placed on 

spending in the first 10 rounds as a whole, each individual pick is not capped.  

                                                
 
1 Note that very similar rules were also instated for international talent acquisition. This 
study, however, will only evaluate these pools as they apply to the Rule 4 (domestic) 
Draft. 
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 In the two years these pools have been in place, the average pool assigned to a 

team is approximately $4.5 million. Thus, if a team were to overspend by 5 percent, or 

$225,000, they would be forced to pay a $168,750 tax. In a league where the median 

revenues are over $200 million, this tax is essentially negligible. However, the loss of a 

first round draft pick would likely put a team at an extreme disadvantage in talent 

acquisition. Therefore, although MLB teams have exceeded their signing bonus pools 20 

of 60 possible times in the last two years, a team has yet to exceed the pool by more than 

5 percent. 

 This study will evaluate whether the goals of each participant were met by the 

institution of the new signing bonus pooling system. In particular, it will examine the 

effects of these rules on league-wide competitive balance as well as overall draft 

strategies and outcomes. Clearly, teams are not willing to give up their future draft picks 

and thus are relatively compliant to the new signing bonus pools. Have these pools 

changed the way in which teams acquire amateur talent? In other words, are teams 

changing the ratios of college players to high schools players that they draft? Pitchers to 

position players? Are teams more or less successful in picking high quality players? Did 

the MLB and MLBPA succeed in their attempt to lower overall signing bonus levels and 

competitive imbalance while still maintaining some bargaining power for the amateurs? 

What makes a team willing to break these rules by exceeding their bonus pool and pay 

the penalty? This study will attempt to find answers to these questions using draft data 

and team data from relevant years. 

 With the ever-increasing revenues of Major League Baseball and the sports 

industry as a whole, it is crucial to evaluate any league changes that will affect team 
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expenditures and future on-field outcomes. The professional sports world is one of the 

few industries for which the amateur talent acquisition process can be observed, 

measured, and evaluated. In this sense, this study uses the MLB draft as a proxy for the 

general recruiting process in the labor market. Because the signing bonus pooling was 

agreed upon in the collective bargaining process, this study can also be seen as an 

examination of the effectiveness of negotiations between unions and firm owners on first-

year worker compensation. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Due to the uniqueness of Major League Baseball as an industry and the antitrust 

exemption it was given by Congress, an incredible amount of research has been done on 

the economics of professional baseball, especially since the end of the reserve clause in 

the mid-1970s. In relation to this study, there is abundant literature analyzing competitive 

balance, hiring risk, draft outcomes, and business rule changes in Major League Baseball. 

It is my goal, however, to add to the current literature by applying the previous methods 

and analyses to my study of the impacts and effectiveness of the new signing bonus 

pooling system.  

 As previously mentioned, competitive balance must be kept at a reasonable level 

in order to keep fan interest and maintain sustainable revenues for teams. The intuition 

behind this notion is simple: uncertainty of outcomes is essential for fans to enjoy 

watching sports. Fans prefer close games to blowouts (even when their team is on the 

winning side) and tight playoff races to early seeding clinches. However, it was not until 
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relatively recently that empirical evidence proved that competitive balance has a 

significant positive effect on game attendance (Schmidt & Berri, 2001).  

 Since the early 1970s, economists have been attempting to analyze the effects of 

competitive balance on the outcomes of professional sports leagues. El-Hodiri and Quirk 

(1971) give a generalized theoretical model for all sports and find that “equalization of 

playing strength is often not consistent with profit maximization by teams.” Fort and 

Quirk (1995) present an updated theoretical model of competitive balance and analyze 

the effects of cross-subsidization devices implemented by leagues. While these devices 

(including amateur drafts, salary caps, and revenue sharing) support the subsistence of 

smaller market teams, they generally do not provide profit incentives for improving 

league-wide competitive balance.  

 Also present in the literature is a debate over the best measure of competitive 

balance. While it is generally accepted to use the standard deviation of team winning 

percentages in each season (Quirk & Fort, 1992), Butler (1995) argues that the measure 

that best fits the data is the correlation of team winning percentages across seasons. The 

former measure is observed for all teams within one season, while the latter measure is 

observed for multiple seasons but within one team. Humphreys (2002) combats this 

difference by presenting a new measure: the competitive balance ratio. This measure 

“scales the average time variation in won-loss percentage for teams in the league by the 

average variation in won-loss percentages across seasons.” This study will not be able to 

use winning percentage in its analysis of competitive balance; it will instead utilize the 

predicted success of draftees. 
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  In applying economic theory to the draft, it is crucial to take into account the 

hiring risk mentioned in the introduction. Firms seek to maximize future productivity of 

their future workers. Lazear (1995) shows that firms prefer risky workers to safe ones 

because of their upside potential, and because they are able to fire the workers that don’t 

reach that potential. In fact, firms are even willing to pay a premium to acquire the risky 

workers. Hendricks, DeBrock, and Koenker (2003) evaluate these effects in the NFL 

draft and find evidence supporting Lazear’s theories. In the MLB draft, the “risky 

workers” tend to be high school players and pitchers. High school players’ future 

productivity is much more uncertain than that of college players as they have had less 

time to prove themselves, but they also tend to have much more upside potential. 

Similarly, pitchers have the potential to have a big impact on their team, but they have 

higher risk for injury. There has been evidence of a positive effect of performance 

variation on salaries in Major League Baseball (Bollinger & Hotchkiss, 2003), but these 

effects have not yet been analyzed with respect to the acquisition of amateur talent in the 

MLB draft. 

 Because of the risky nature of the amateur draft, many attempts have been made 

to model the future success of players as well as the returns to their teams. Spurr (2000) 

analyzed teams’ abilities to find talent by estimating each draft pick’s probability of 

making it to the major leagues as a function of where they were drafted, schooling level, 

position, and team. Burger & Walters (2009) use a more complex model of draft success 

by calculating players’ monetary returns to the teams that draft them, incorporating the 

result found many years ago that players drafted out of college on average advance to the 

majors half a season more quickly than players drafted out of high school (Shughart & 
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Goff, 1992). College draftees have higher expected yields than high school draftees, as do 

position players over pitchers (Burger & Walters, 2009). In his senior thesis, Hubley 

(2012) used a similar model to Spurr, but incorporated signing bonus as an independent 

variable. He found that signing bonuses have a small but significant predictive effect on 

future productivity. This study will use a model similar to Spurr’s and Hubley’s in order 

to calculate the predicted success of the draft picks and compare this measure for the 

years before and after the signing bonus pools were instituted.  

 At its core, this study is an analysis of a collective bargaining business rule 

change’s impacts on the MLB draft. Zimbalist (2003) outlines the history of collective 

bargaining in Major League Baseball as well as the process of coming to terms on a 

CBA. Zimbalist cited the bilateral distrust between players and owners as the primary 

cause of the threat of a work stoppage in 2002, and expressed a dire need for 

distributional financial changes in the next CBA in order to prevent another stoppage. 

Although not related to these suggested distributional changes, Garmon (2012) analyzed 

the changes made to the amateur draft in the 2007 CBA. 

 Of all of the previous literature, Garmon’s study is the most related to this one 

because it analyzes the effects of changes in MLB amateur draft rules. In 2007, two 

changes made to the draft were agreed upon in the CBA: (1) the addition of 

compensation picks given to teams who were unable to sign previous first or second 

round draft picks, and (2) a decrease in the allotted signing period from a year to 

approximately two months (Garmon, 2012). Garmon first makes a theoretical model of 

the bargaining between teams and their draftees to measure the effects of the rule changes 

on signing bonuses. Then, he presents an empirical model that, using data from four years 
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before and four years after the rule changes, calculates the changes in signing bonuses as 

result of the new CBA. He finds that despite the league’s goal of decreasing overall 

signing bonus levels, an average increase of $1.5 million in signing bonus spending per 

team per year was observed.  

 This study will build on Garmon and all previous literature by analyzing the 

effects of collective bargaining rule changes in the amateur draft recently instituted in 

2012. It will analyze not only the changes in signing bonuses as in Garmon, but also the 

changes in team drafting strategies, the predicted success and likelihood of signing for 

individual draftees, and a measure of league-wide competitive balance. While this study 

focuses on specific rules only in use in Major League Baseball, it is applicable to the 

labor market as a whole: it analyzes the talent acquisition process for firms that are 

restricted in their spending due to collective bargaining agreements and evaluates the 

effectiveness of those agreements.  

 

DATA 

 My analysis uses three datasets – two at the individual draftee level, and one at 

the team level. The individual draftee data contain basic information on each draft pick, 

including name, round and overall pick number, position, high school name and location 

if drafted out of high school, college name if drafted out of college, assigned slot value, 

and actual signing bonus if he signed for the first 10 rounds of the draft2.  The dataset 

containing years 2000-2004 also notes whether or not the player ended up making the 

                                                
 
2 The draftee data were compiled from the Draft Register and Signing Bonuses datasets 
from TheBaseballCube.com as well as the Draft Database on BaseballAmerica.com.  
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MLB as well as the player’s career average wins above replacement (WAR) if he made 

the MLB3. WAR is a catchall sabermetric statistic that quantifies a player’s worth by 

measuring how many wins he contributed to his team above what a replacement player 

would contribute. It incorporates both the number of runs the player earns for his team on 

offense as well as the number of runs he saves for his team on defense, and then uses 

those to calculate their contribution in wins (Remington, 2009).  The team level data 

contain business characteristics4 (team value, player expenses, operating income, 

revenue, and wins-to-player cost ratio), and on-field characteristics (winning percentage, 

playoff status, and franchise championships)5.  

 One of the biggest limitations of using such recent MLB draft data is that players 

take several years to work their way up through the minor leagues and into the major 

leagues. Thus, it is impossible to measure the draftees’ direct effect on their Major 

League team, let alone the competitive balance of the league. However, I use draft data 

from 2000-2004 to create predictions of major league success for the players drafted in 

2007-2013, and use these measures of predicted success to create a measure of 

competitive balance.  

 Summary statistics for the individual draftees are presented in Table 1. The first 

column gives means and standard deviations for years 2000-2004, while the second 

shows the same for 2007-2013, with stars indicating any significant difference. The only 

significant change is in the average overall pick (row 2). This is likely due to the  

                                                
 
3 WAR data were compiled from Baseball-Reference.com. 
4 Business characteristic data were compiled from Forbes.com’s MLB Team Valuation 
list, except for signing bonus pool and signing bonus data, which were summed from the 
individual draftee dataset. 
5 On-field characteristic data were compiled from Baseball-Reference.com. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics, Individual Draftees 

Variable  

Mean 
(Std. Dev) 

Years 2000-2004 Years 2007-2013 

1. Round 5.237 
(2.935) 

5.152 
(2.995) 

2. Overall Pick 153.0*** 
(89.81) 

163.9*** 
(94.48) 

3. Signing Bonus (2013 $)  563,529.60 
(824,621.8) 

580,608.60 
(906,387.7) 

4. % Pitchers 0.521 
(0.500) 

0.507 
(0.500) 

5. % Infielders 0.228 
(0.420) 

0.22 
(0.415) 

6. % Outfielders 0.172 
(0.377) 

0.179 
(0.384) 

7. % Catchers 0.0782 
(0.269) 

0.0822 
(0.275) 

8. % High School Players  0.342 
(0.475) 

0.34 
(0.474) 

9. % Junior/Community 
College Players  

0.0565 
(0.231) 

0.0673 
(0.251) 

10. % 4-year 
College/University 
Players 

0.437 
(0.496) 

0.431 
(0.495) 

11. % Elitea 
College/University 
Players  

0.158 
(0.365) 

0.157 
(0.364) 

12. % Made MLB  0.344 
(0.475) 

. 
(.) 

13. Predicted Probability 
of making the MLB  

. 
(.) 

0.328 
(0.172) 

14. Career Average WAR  0.283 
(0.856) 

. 
(.) 

15. Predicted Career 
Average WAR  

. 
(.) 

0.204* 
(0.308) 

16. N 1433 2145 
* Mean for years 2000-2004 is significantly different from mean for years 2007-2013 at the .10 level 
*** Mean for years 2000-2004 is significantly different from mean for years 2007-2013 at the .01 level 
a Elite players are defined as those who attended a school that was a winner or runner-up of the NCAA 
Division 1 College World Series in the last twenty years 
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institution of compensation picks in 2007, mentioned in the literature review, which 

increased the total number of picks in the first 10 rounds of the draft. Regression models 

were used on data from 2000-2004 to get predicted probability of making the major 

leagues and predicted WAR for players drafted from 2007-2013 (rows 13 and 15). T-tests 

show that the mean of the Predicted Probability of making the MLB for 2007-2013 was 

not significantly different rom observed values in 2000-2004, but the mean of Predicted 

Career Average War was different at the .10 level. This is likely due to the fact that only 

450 observations could be used to make predictions for the 2145 observations in 2007-

2013. The methodology used to make these predictions are explained in more detail in 

the next section. 

 Summary statistics for the team-level data are presented in Table 2. The first 

column shows means and standard deviations for team-years that did not exceed their 

pool and thus were not taxed, while the second shows the other 20 team-years that did 

exceed their pool; the last column presents results for all 60 teams as a whole. Team 

value, player expenses, operating income, revenue, team pool, and bonus expenditures 

are all shown in millions of dollars. Note that the only significant difference between 

taxed and un-taxed teams were in team value and revenue. As mentioned in the 

introduction, a team has yet to exceed their pool by more than 5 percent and thus lose a 

future first round pick, although one has come very close (4.996%). This seems to show 

that teams are taking these rules very seriously – they are not just being more careful with 

their money, but they are meticulously calculating their total expenditures so as not to be 

penalized more extremely.  
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Table 2: Summary Statistics, Teams (2011-2012) 

Variable Mean (Std. Dev.) 
Un-taxed Teams Taxed Teams Total 

1. Team Value 607.4** 
(265.8) 

809.0** 
(477.3) 

674.6 
(359.5) 

2. Player Expenses 112.9 
(37.6) 

126.5 
(40.5) 

117.4 
(38.8) 

3. Operating 
Income 

12.4 
(14.65) 

15.85 
(11.95) 

13.55 
(13.80) 

4. Revenue 210.6* 
(50.6) 

237.5* 
(66.3) 

219.6 
(57.2) 

5. Wins to Player 
Cost Ratio 

103 
(32.7) 

93.95 
(25.9) 

100 
(30.7) 

6. Winning 
Percentage 

0.497 
(0.072) 

0.505 
(0.080) 

0.500 
(0.074) 

7. % making 
Playoffs 

0.300 
(0.464) 

0.400 
(0.503) 

0.333 
(0.475) 

8. Franchise 
Championships 

2.500 
(4.344) 

4.350 
(6.252) 

3.117 
(5.083) 

9. Team Bonus Pool 6.420 
(2.266) 

6.780 
(2.326) 

6.54 
(2.273) 

10. Bonus 
Expenditures 

5.972 
(2.235) 

6.999 
(2.391) 

6.314 
(2.320) 

11. % Overage . 
(.)  

0.0319 
(0.017) 

0.0106 
(0.018) 

12. N 40 20 60 
* Mean for un-taxed teams is significantly different from mean for taxed teams at the .10 level 
** Mean for un-taxed teams is significantly different from mean for taxed teams at the .05 level 
 

 Another important aspect of the data to take note of is the type of players being 

drafted, and whether or not this has been changing with the implementation of the signing 

bonus pools. As explained in the literature review, the riskier players tend to be high 

school players and pitchers. Thus, high school pitchers and college hitters (position 

players) are considered the most and least risky players available, respectively, while 

college pitchers and high school hitters are somewhere in between. Table 3 shows the 
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percentages of each type of player that are being drafted throughout the first 10 rounds. 

The top half shows the totals for 2007-2011 before the pooling system was in place, 

while the bottom half shows the totals for 2012-2013. In general, it appears that teams 

have shifted away from drafting high school players in rounds 8-10, instead selecting 

more college players. Two-group mean comparison T-tests show that, after the pooling 

system was instituted, there was a significant decrease in the percentage of both the 

riskiest and least risky groups of draftees, while the middle groups both increased. 

Although it is impossible to understand the reasons for these changes from this basic 

analysis, a more detailed and specific analysis presented in the next section will give 

more insight into the impact that the signing bonus pools have had on drafting strategies 

and outcomes. 

 

Table 3: Types of Players Drafted 
  Player Type 

  
College 
Pitchers 

College 
Hitters 

High School 
Pitchers 

High School 
Hitters 

No Pool (2007-2011) 
   

  
Rounds 1-3 0.292 0.261 0.189 0.259 
Rounds 4-7 0.360 0.318 0.150 0.172 

Rounds 8-10 0.424 0.340 0.116 0.120 
Total: Rounds 1-10 0.353 0.304 0.154 0.189 
Pool (2012-2013)         

Rounds 1-3 0.278 0.205 0.222 0.295 
Rounds 4-7 0.408 0.296 0.092 0.204 

Rounds 8-10 0.461 0.389 0.056 0.094 
Total: Rounds 1-10 0.376 0.289 0.128 0.206 
 
Percentage Change*** +2.3% -1.5% -2.6% +1.7% 
***Percentage changes are all significant at the .01 level 
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METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

 The analysis will basically consist of a comparison of the five years of the 

previous CBA (2007-2011) to the most recent two years of the current CBA (2012-2013). 

Unfortunately, because these rules changes are so recent, it may prove difficult to get 

statistically significant results from only two years of comparative data. However, even if 

the results are not yet thoroughly conclusive, I hope to create models that can be 

replicated in the future with updated data to get a more comprehensive analysis. In this 

section, I will first evaluate whether each party’s goal in creating these rules was 

accomplished, then analyze what makes certain teams more willing to overspend and pay 

the tax than others. 

Owners’ Goal: Reduce Signing Bonuses 

 As in Garmon (2012), I will evaluate the impact that the collectively bargained 

draft rule changes have had on signing bonuses. A simple log-level regression is used in 

order to evaluate whether or not the MLB owners accomplished their goal of reducing 

overall signing bonus levels by putting the signing bonus pooling system into place.  

Although Garmon observed an increase in signing bonuses from the rule changes 

instituted in 2007, I expect a decrease in signing bonuses for 2012-2013 due to the 

existence of a punishment for exceeding the pools. With the natural log of signing bonus 

as the dependent variable, the OLS regression with robust standard errors includes yearly 

CPI to control for inflation, overall pick number, schooling level indicator variables (with 

high school players as the omitted group), and an indicator variable for pitchers. The 

coefficient of interest is Pool, an indicator variable for whether or not the pooling system 

was in place. In the first specification, these are the only variables; the second 
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specification includes interaction terms between Pool and the other independent 

variables. 

 Table 4 presents the results of this signing bonus regression. All but one of the 

control variables are significant, showing that college players, junior/community college 

players, and elite college players are all given significantly lower signing bonuses than 

high school players. Intuitively, this makes sense because high school players have much 

better alternative options if they choose not to sign: they may go to either a 2- or 4-year 

college or university and hone their skills for another few years before being eligible to 

be redrafted. A college player who has already used up his four years of NCAA 

eligibility, however, may try to play in an independent league or train on his own and get 

redrafted the next year, but it is unlikely that he will be able to train as well as he could 

either in college or in the minor leagues. Thus, clubs offer higher bonuses to high school 

players to incentivize them to sign because their opportunity cost is much higher than that 

of college players. 

  The variable of interest to this study, Pool (row 1), shows that the existence of the 

pooling system is associated with a signing bonus decrease of approximately 35.3%6 for 

each player drafted in the top 10 rounds, all else equal. In the second specification, 

interaction terms are included to delve deeper into how these pools affect signing 

bonuses. The results show that the overall effect of the pooling system is positive, 

increasing signing bonuses by about 36.6%, but the interaction terms have differing 

 

                                                
 
6 This is calculated using the formula: %∆ 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 = 100 𝑒!!.!"# − 1 = 35.3%. All 
percentages included in this paragraph are calculated using the same formula: 
%∆ 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 = 100 𝑒! − 1 . 
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Table 4: Signing Bonus Regression 
Dependent Variable: Natural Log of Signing Bonus, measured in 2013 dollars 

  (1) (2) 
  Ln(Bonus) Ln(Bonus) 

1. Pool -0.436*** 
(0.062) 

0.312*** 
(0.088) 

2. Overall Pick -0.011*** 
(0.000) 

-0.010*** 
(0.000) 

3. Junior College -0.292*** 
(0.053) 

-0.393*** 
(0.062) 

4. University -0.641*** 
(0.037) 

-0.571*** 
(0.041) 

5. Elite -0.375*** 
(0.046) 

-0.383*** 
(0.051) 

6. Pitcher 0.034 
(0.033) 

0.037 
(0.033) 

7. CPI 0.013*** 
(0.003) 

0.0134*** 
(0.003) 

8. Pool*Overall  
 

-0.004*** 
(0.000) 

9. Pool*JuCo  
 

0.328*** 
(0.115) 

10. Pool*University  
 

-0.157* 
(0.089) 

11. Pool*Elite  
 

0.096 
(0.105) 

12. Pool*Pitcher  
 

-0.001 
(0.080) 

13. Constant 11.76*** 
(0.661) 

11.53*** 
(0.650) 

14. N 2145 2145 
15. R2 0.693 0.716 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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effects. When the pooling system has been in effect (2012-2013), each subsequent pick 

sees an average decrease of about 0.43% in addition to the approximate 0.96% decrease 

observed in all years. Also, in comparison to high school players, college players 

received about 43.5% less before the pooling system; under the new pooling system, 

however, college players only seem to have been receiving about 34% less. Junior 

college players, on the other hand, received approximately 32.5% less than high school 

players before the pooling system, but afterwards actually received about 28% more. 

Interestingly enough, there was no significant effect for elite college players after the 

pool. 

 In terms of the explanatory power of the two specifications of this regression, the 

R2 value for the second is slightly larger, indicating that these interactions terms add a 

small amount of explanatory power to the regression. F-tests for joint significance also 

show that the five interaction terms together are jointly significant at the 1% level. In 

general, it appears that the owners have accomplished their goals: signing bonuses are, on 

average, lower than they were before the pooling system was put into place. In looking 

into this decrease more specifically, the pooling system seems to have caused a slightly 

larger disparity between each subsequent pick of the draft, a larger disparity between high 

school and college players, and a much smaller disparity between high school and junior 

college players. Thus, the overall decrease in signing bonuses mostly just affected college 

players. 

 Figure 1 shows the extent of these disparities for players of each different 

schooling level. Each panel shows the relationship between the natural log of signing 

bonuses and overall pick before and after the pooling system was put into place for each 
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type of player drafted. High school players always have higher signing bonuses after the 

pool, but university, junior college, and elite players all have a certain intersection point 

for which the signing bonus before the pool falls below the signing bonus after the pool. 

University players experience this earliest – around the 50th overall pick – while elite 

players and junior college players experience it around the 100th and 150th pick, 

respectively.7 

 

 Figure 1: Natural Log of Signing Bonus Before and After the Pooling System 

 

                                                
 
7 Note that the first 10 rounds contain about 315 picks. 
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League’s Goal: Improve Competitive Balance 

 A more complex and multifaceted analysis is needed in order to find out the 

impacts of the pooling system on the league administrators’ goal of increasing 

competitive balance. As previously mentioned, players recently drafted have not had the 

chance to have an immediate impact on their major league clubs and thus on competitive 

balance of the league. Thus instead of the commonly used standard deviation of team 

winning percentages to measure competitive balance, I create a measure that can be 

extracted from individual draftee data from the relevant years (2007-2013), based on 

outcomes of the 2000-2004 drafts. 

 Using data from the 2000-2004 MLB drafts, I regress two measures of draft 

success on control variables for the individual draftees: overall pick, schooling level, 

signing bonus, and position. The first measure used, MLB, is a simple indicator of 

whether the draftee went on to play at least one game in the major leagues. The second 

measure, Average WAR, measures the career average wins above replacement for each 

player. Note that there are only 450 observations for Average WAR, because only players 

that made the major leagues have WAR data. Thus, while the first measure is a much less 

rigorous measure of success, it has many more observations. Average WAR gives a strict 

measure of quality of performance in the major leagues, but its smaller number of 

observations might lessen the significance of the regression results.  

 Table 5 presents the results of the regressions for both measures. The first column 

shows the results a probit regression, with the coefficients giving the associated changes 

in the z-scores of the probability of making the major leagues. The second column 

presents results of a standard OLS regression. While each of the schooling variables had 
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a positive effect on the probability of making the major leagues as compared to high 

school players, they all seem to negatively affect average WAR. This might suggest that 

college players have a higher probability of making the major leagues, but high school 

players perform better once they get there. Pitcher has a negative coefficient in both 

regressions, indicating that pitchers are less likely to be successful than position players, 

ceteris paribus. This makes sense because while most teams’ 25-man rosters contain only 

11 or 12 pitchers, over half of the players drafted in the first ten rounds tend to be 

pitchers. The coefficients of these regressions are utilized to calculate predicted measures 

of success for the players drafted in 2007-2013. 

 
Table 5: Draft Success, 2000-2004 

Dependent variables: (1) Indicator for whether the play made the major leagues 
                         (2) Career average wins above replacement (WAR) 

  (1) (2) 
  MLB Average WAR 

1. Overall Pick -0.006*** 
(0.000) 

-0.001*** 
(0.000) 

2. Junior College 0.246 
(0.168) 

-0.231** 
(0.092) 

3. University 0.151* 
(0.083) 

-0.086 
(0.090) 

4. Elite 0.322*** 
(0.106) 

-0.189 
(0.118) 

5. Pitcher  -0.060 
(0.072) 

-0.502*** 
(0.077) 

6. Constant 0.297*** 
(0.086) 

0.775*** 
(0.126) 

7. N 1433 450 
8. (Pseudo) R2 0.102  0.112 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.10,** p<0.05, ***p<0.01 
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 While it was not explicitly stated as a goal of either party, one can assume that 

owners, league administrators, and players would all like to see an improvement in draft 

success in the first ten rounds. In other words, they would like to see an increase in the 

number of these highly recruited players that make the major leagues and perform well 

once they get there. Therefore, to test whether or not the pooling system has had an effect 

on the predicted success of individual draftees, I regress both the predicted probability of 

making the major leagues (probMLB) and the predicted career average WAR (predWAR) 

on an indicator variable for the pooling system. Because all of the control variables were 

already incorporated into extrapolating the predicted values, there are no other controls in 

the regression. The results of this linear regression are presented in Table 6. The 

implementation of the pooling system clearly has had no significant effect on the 

predicted success of draftees. This can be seen in both the fact that the coefficient is 

insignificant and the fact that the R2 value is zero. 

 In order to evaluate the league goal of improving competitive balance, however, 

this measurement of predicted success needs to be observed by team. While competitive 

 
Table 6: Predicted Success Regressions, 2007-2013 

Dependent variables: (1) Predicted probability of making the major leagues,  
                                              (2) Predicted career average wins above replacement (WAR) 

  (1) (2) 
  probMLB predWAR    

1. Pool  -0.001 
(0.008) 

0.001 
(0.014) 

2. Constant 0.328*** 
(0.004) 

0.203*** 
(0.008) 

3. N 2287 2287 
4. R2 0.000 0.000 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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balance is usually measured in the standard deviation of each team’s winning percentage 

each year, this study uses the correlation between predicted draft success by team, both in 

terms of probability of making the MLB and predicted WAR, and draft position. Draft 

position represents the order in which teams drafted players in each round. Thus, teams 

who draft earlier (with lower draft positions) in each round should have higher measures 

of predicted success on average if it is indeed a “true” draft with players being drafted in 

order of talent level. Thus, a lower (more negative) correlation between draft position and 

average predicted success by team indicates more competitive balance.  

 These yearly measures of competitive balance are presented in Table 7, with 

averages given before and after the pooling system was put into place. Competitive 

balance seems to have increased for both of the measures used, although probMLB gives 

a much larger increase. The correlation between draft position and the average 

probability of making the major leagues by team decreased from an average of -0.185 

before the pooling system was put in place to an average of -0.472 afterwards. The 

correlation between draft position and the average predicted WAR by team decreased 

from 0.047 before the pool to -0.147 afterwards. While these still generally are not 

considered strong correlations, significance tests show that they are significantly different 

from zero, and t-tests show that the changes in means are statistically significant changes. 

In order to fully evaluate the impact of the pooling system on competitive balance, 

however, this study should be revisited in several years when more data is available. This 

will allow sufficient time for these players’ impact on the standard deviation of win 

percentages across teams to be apparent, and thus the standard measure of competitive 

balance will be available for use. 
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Table 7: Yearly Competitive Balance 
Correlation coefficients between predicted success measure and draft position are presented 

  Competitive Balance 
Year probMLB predWAR 

No Pool 

2007 -0.141 -0.246 
2008 -0.268 -0.284 
2009 -0.432 0.224 
2010 -0.167 0.323 
2011 0.073 0.220 

Average (2007-2011) -0.185 0.047 

Pool 2012 -0.415 -0.132 
2013 -0.532 -0.163 

Average (2012-2013) -0.472*** -0.147*** 

***Average for 2012-2013 is significantly different from the average for 2007-2011 at the .01 level 
 

Player’s Goal: Maintain Draftees’ Bargaining Power 

 While the owners and league administrators seemed to have very specific goals in 

mind for the implementation of the signing bonus pooling system, the players seemed to 

have more of a passive goal: maintain the draftees’ previous level of bargaining power. 

This may be due to the fact that all members in the MLB Players’ Association have 

already been through the draft and received their signing bonuses, and thus did not 

prioritize the rights of future draftees. In principle, they want to protect future players and 

make sure that they are not taken advantage of by these new rules; but at the same time, 

they likely had other goals to accomplish in the CBA that were more relevant to the 

current players in the MLB. They were perhaps willing to give the owners some leeway 

on these rules in order to give them pull in another area more important to them. 

 In order to measure the impact of the signing bonus pool system on the draftees’ 

bargaining power, I run a probit regression with an indicator variable of whether or not 

the player signed with the team, thereby accepting the signing bonus, as the dependent 
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variable. The independent variables are the same as those in the signing bonus regression 

in Table 4: overall pick, indicator variables for schooling level and position, and the 

coefficient of interest, Pool. Again, there are two specifications: the first with just the 

aforementioned variables, and the second that also includes interaction terms between 

Pool and every other independent variable. 

 Table 8 presents the results of the probit regression determining the impacts of the 

independent variables on the likelihood of signing, with each coefficient representing the 

corresponding change in the z-score. Note that the average percentage of draftees that 

sign in the first ten rounds is approximately 94 percent. The first specification of the 

regression shows that each subsequent pick is less likely to sign, that junior college, 

university, and elite college players are much more likely to sign than high school 

players, and that pitchers are less likely to sign than position players. The coefficient on 

Pool is positive and significant, indicating that draftees are more likely to sign now that 

the pooling system is in place, all else equal. For example, this specification shows that 

an average high school pitcher picked 150th overall before the implementation of the 

pooling system had an 82.29%8 chance of signing. After the implementation, however, 

that same high school pitcher has a 92.91%9 chance of signing, a significant increase of 

10.62 percentage points.  

 The second specification shows that Pool by itself is insignificant, but is 

significant through its interaction with Overall Pick and University. The interaction term  

                                                
 
8 This was calculated by plugging in the coefficients to the cumulative distribution 
function of the standard normal: 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑  𝑜𝑓  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 =   Φ(−0.00224 ∗ 150−
.320+ 1.607). 
9 Similarly, 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑  𝑜𝑓  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 =   Φ(−0.00224 ∗ 150− .320+ .518+ 1.607) 
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Table 8: Likelihood of Signing Probit Regression  
Dependent Variable: Indicator variable for whether or not the player signed 

  (1) (2) 
  Signed Signed 

1. Pool 0.518*** 
(0.121) 

0.087 
(0.213) 

2. Overall Pick -0.002*** 
(0.000) 

-0.003*** 
(0.001) 

3. Junior College 0.677*** 
(0.188) 

0.657*** 
(0.200) 

4. University 0.816*** 
(0.112) 

0.891*** 
(0.123) 

5. Elite 0.458*** 
(0.128) 

0.475*** 
(0.140) 

6. Pitcher -0.320*** 
(0.091) 

-0.354*** 
(0.099) 

7. Pool*Overall  0.003** 
(0.001) 

8. Pool*JuCo  
0 
(.) 

9. Pool*University  
-0.531* 
(0.276) 

10. Pool*Elite  
-0.149 
(0.361) 

11. Pool*Pitcher  
0.221 

(0.241) 

12. Constant 1.607*** 
(0.105) 

1.675*** 
(0.122) 

13. N 2287 2244 
14. Pseudo R2 0.105 0.108 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 

Pool*Overall effectively cancels out the effect of Overall by itself. This means that after 

the pooling system was established, players drafted in the first 10 rounds were equally 

likely to sign, regardless of when they were drafted overall. Thus, the positive effect of 
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the pooling system seen in the first specification likely impacted players who were 

drafted later on in the first 10 rounds more so than those who were drafted earlier. The 

negative coefficient on the interaction Pool*University denotes that while college players 

were much more likely to sign than high school players in all years, this disparity was 

reduced after the pooling system was put into place. All junior/community players 

drafted when the pooling system was in place were dropped from this specification 

because every one of them signed with their respective teams.  A Wald test for joint 

significance reveals that all five of the interaction terms added into the second 

specification of the regression, however, are not jointly significantly different from zero. 

 It must be noted that likelihood of signing is not a perfect measure of bargaining 

power for the players. Players make their decision to sign based on myriad factors. Thus, 

choosing not to sign, for example, does not necessarily mean the player had better 

alternative options and thus more bargaining power. However, with the pooling system in 

place, players are, on average, receiving much lower signing bonus, but are still much 

more likely to sign. Consequently, I argue that the bargaining power of the average player 

has decreased. This is especially true for college players, for whom an even larger signing 

bonus disparity was observed as compared to high school players, yet who are still more 

likely to sign as a result of the pooling system. 

What Makes a Team Willing to Pay? 

 When measuring the effects of a new system of rules, it is important to determine 

not only what type of impact the rules have had, but also what makes someone willing to 

break the rules. In this case, I look at team data in 2012-2013 in order to find out what 

makes a team willing to overspend in the draft and thus be taxed. As mentioned in the 
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introduction, the tax used to punish teams may seem irrelevant since they are such small 

percentages of the teams’ total revenues. However, one can instead look at it in the 

opposite light: if the tax is indeed negligible for every team, why don’t all teams exceed 

the pool by up to five percent (so as not to lose future draft picks), thus making them 

more likely to sign higher quality players? While the tax may seem minute, it seems 

important to see what factors differentiate the teams that are willing to pay it from those 

who are not. Primarily, I analyze whether on-field characteristics, such as winning 

percentage, have more of an impact on willingness to pay than business characteristics, 

such as team value. In other words, is it teams that are struggling on the field that are 

willing to spend the extra money on future talent, or does it just come down to having the 

funds to do so? 

 Because many of the team variables in the dataset were highly correlated with 

each other, I use only two (uncorrelated) measures of business characters and two 

measures of on-field characteristics: team value and operating income, and winning 

percentage and making the playoffs. Note that these variables are all lag variables; the 

MLB draft takes place in June, so teams likely make their draft decisions based on the 

previous year’s outcomes. Table 9 presents the results of the probit regression 

representing a team’s willingness to overspend and thus pay the penalty. Six different 

specifications are used in order to separate out any possible significant effects of different 

combinations of independent variables. The first three use winning percentage as the only 

on-field characteristic independent variable, while the last three use the indicator for 

making the playoffs. Team pool is included in the regression in order to control for the 

actual dollar amount of the pool each team was allotted. 
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 The results show that the only independent variable that ever significantly affects 

a team’s willingness to pay the tax is team value. Team value represents enterprise value, 

or the total of all equity and debt. Operating income, on the other hand, which represents 

the yearly earnings of the team, does not have a significant effect in any specification. 

Neither of the on-field characteristics have any significant effect on willingness to pay, 

and interestingly enough, neither does the control variable, Team Pool. This shows that 

major league teams are business-driven entities; teams are driven to exceed their pool and 

invest extra money in future talent only if they have a high net value. Teams that perform 

 
Table 9: Willingness to Pay Tax Probit Regression 

Dependent Variable: Indicator for whether or not the team exceeded their pool 
  
  

Was the team taxed for exceeding their pool? 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Team Pool 0.104 
(0.103) 

0.121 
(0.102) 

0.104 
(0.104) 

0.065 
(0.080) 

0.065 
(0.080) 

0.066 
(0.081) 

2. Winning 
Percentage 

2.532 
(3.333) 

3.578 
(3.199) 

2.524 
(3.340)    

3. Team Value 0.001* 
(0.001)  

0.001* 
(0.001) 

0.001** 
(0.001)  

0.001** 
(0.0001) 

4. Operating 
Income  

-0.002 
(0.012) 

-0.000 
(0.012)  

-0.002 
(0.012) 

-0.001 
(0.012) 

5. Playoffs    
0.223 

(0.395) 
0.300 

(0.383) 
0.222 

(0.396) 

6. Constant -2.958 
(2.176) 

-2.991 
(2.126) 

-2.949 
(2.187) 

-1.528** 
(0.697) 

-0.916 
(0.599) 

-1.522** 
(0.705) 

7. N 60 60 60 60 60 60 
8. Pseudo R2 0.059 0.022 0.060 0.056 0.013 0.056 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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poorly the year before are no more willing to overspend on future talent than those that 

perform well. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 This study analyzes the effects of the newly instituted signing bonus pooling 

system in the Major League Baseball Draft and evaluates whether each party’s goal in 

creating it was accomplished. While team owners succeeded in reducing the overall 

levels of signing bonuses and the league succeeded in increasing competitive balance in 

the draft, the Players Association failed to maintain bargaining power for draftees. Thus, 

while the owners may have “won” this part of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, one 

can never be sure of the relative importance of these goals to each party. Thus while the 

owners may have prioritized reducing signing bonuses given to amateurs, the players 

most likely did not prioritize maintaining bargaining power for the draftees.  

 It is important to note that while multiple facets of the analysis attained 

statistically significant results, the number of observations and thus the ability to measure 

the full impact of these new rules will only improve with time. Therefore I recommend 

this study be repeated in several years in order to attain a more thorough and conclusive 

analysis. 

 While this study may seem narrowly focused on Major League Baseball, the 

process of collective bargaining between unionized workers and firm owners is pertinent 

to many industries. This study evaluates – for all parties involved in the amateur talent 

acquisition process – the changes brought on by agreements between firm owners and 

unions to limit the compensation they can offer to new workers. Although other 
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industries do not draft workers as professional sports teams do, it is likely that limiting 

the amount that firms can spend on amateur talent, despite being agreed upon by both 

sides, will be liable to only benefit the owners and possibly even take advantage of the 

new workers.  
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